KOBAU has been a successful provider of nuclear power plant, conventional power plant and industrial services for over 25 years now. We are your partner for the safe and timely completion of your maintenance and inspection work as well as assembly and decommissioning projects with our highly qualified, experienced and motivated teams. We work all over Europe for end customers such as large energy supply companies, refineries and industrial companies and also for manufacturing companies and specialised service providers in contracts for work and labour, but also supply of temporary workers.

SPECIALIST FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, POWER PLANT AND INDUSTRIAL SERVICES AS WELL AS THE DECOMMISSIONING OF NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS
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Maintenance

- Shut downs of
  » Nuclear power plants
  » Conventional power plants
  » Refineries and other industrial plants
- Provision of specialist personnel to support operation, post-operation and shut downs
- NDT services (non-destructive testing)

Post-operation & dismantling

- Dismantling/decommissioning of nuclear power plants and conventional power plants
- Dismantling of large components
- Cross-departmental dismantling projects
- Operating residual material processing centres
- Provision of specialist personnel to support post-operation and dismantling as well as operation of residual material processing centres

Special services for nuclear power plants

- Castor campaigns
- Reactor pool service/Fuel element exchange
- Reactor crane and charging machine operators
- Inspection work on the steam generator
- Foreign objects control

Highly qualified personnel

- Project managers & radiation protection officers
- Site managers & supervisors
- Safety engineers
- Welding engineers & NDT supervisors
- Fitters (skilled workers, foremen, craftsmen)
  » Valve/pump fitters
  » Turbine/tank fitters
  » Pipe fitters
- Dismantling specialists
- Reactor crane/machine operators
  » Gantry/circular crane operators
  » Charging/assembly machine operators
- Materials testers
  » Visual testing (VT), Magnetic particle testing (MT), penetration testing (PT) personnel
  » Ultrasonic testing (UT) personnel

Certified occupational safety & quality

- Permission in accordance with § 25 StrlSchG
- SCC / SCC** / SCP
- DIN EN ISO 9001 und KTA 1401
- DIN EN ISO 3834-2
- DIN EN 1090-1 EXC3
- AD2000-Merkblatt HP0/HP100R
- Permit for the supply of temporary workers

As part of ROBUR, KOBAU offers even more: more than 2,000 employees work in the wind, water, energy, industrial and process industries. As expert partners for our customers we create holistic solutions from planning and implementation, to operation and maintenance, to the relocation and decommissioning.
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